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“Something happened on the day he died.
Spirit rose a metre, then stepped aside.
Somebody else took his place and bravely cried:
‘I’m a Blackstar. I’m a Blackstar’”
★, David Bowie (2015)

EDITIONS
Fountain Pen: 401 pieces (#1-401)
Rollerball: 400 pieces (#402-801)

MATERIALS:
Brass; Resin

TRIMS:
Ultra-black ruthenium

NIB:
18K Gold

GRADES:
Extra Fine, Fine, Medium, Broad, Double Broad, Stub 1.1

FILLING SYSTEM:
Piston

DIMENSIONS:
Length (Closed)

138mm

138 mm

Diameter

15.5 mm

15.5 mm

Weight

59 g

66 g

ISDBN_BC

ISDBNRBC

PACKAGING / DISPLAY CASE
WEIGHT:
1,122 g

WIDTH:
310 mm

DEPTH:

310 mm

HEIGHT:
50 mm

Montegrappa’s Icons series salutes trailblazers: protagonists
who transcended their craft to etch their names into the cultural
zeitgeist. Whether as a musician, producer, storyteller, actor or
fashion idol, few figures have left a deeper, more eclectic mark
than David Bowie.
A hyper-modern silhouette taps the essence of a global icon: reflecting
on Bowie’s legacy through the lens of his landmark final album. Like
the artist it celebrates, Montegrappa’s limited-edition David Bowie: ★
is enigmatic, meticulously crafted and firmly ahead of the curve.
Deep black ruthenium metal finishes reflect the mood and
tone of Bowie’s final opus with maximum fidelity. Subtle tonal
contrasts evoke the symbolism and complex textures of ★.
Throughout Bowie’s life, daring, calculated staging was always
central to his identity.
Diamond- and laser-engraved detailing features on every
component. Motifs, grids and glyphs from Jonathan
Barnbrook’s award-winning art direction are reproduced with
high-precision tooling in a luxurious writing instrument that
captures and perpetuates Bowie’ mystique.
A limited edition of 801 pieces recalls David Bowie’s birthday
and the January 8 release date of his final album. Individual
numbering is applied to series of 401 fountain pens (#1-401)
and 400 rollerballs (#402-801).
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